Admission Policy & Procedure

Selection Criteria
Home/ Programs/ Admissions / Selection Criteria
We welcome applicants from diverse academic, professional and personal backgrounds and examine all
components of their applications to gain an insight and understanding of them as candidates. Our admission
committee of the college is interested in candidates’ potential for academic success at the college, and
professional success in the future. We seek applicants who are highly motivated, self-directed and
innovative. Personal competencies such as communication, interpersonal, teamwork and leadership skills
are among other key considerations. Candidates must demonstrate readiness for the rigor of our academic
programs because of our strong emphasis on academic quality.



Eligibility Criteria
The candidate must hold a Bachelor’s degree with minimum 50% marks in aggregate of all the subjects
from any of the Universities recognized by the AIU/UGC or AICTE, or possess an equivalent qualification
recognized by the Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India.



The Bachelor’s degree or equivalent qualification obtained by the candidate must entail or minimum of 3
years of education after completing Higher Secondary Schooling (10+2) equivalent.



Candidates appearing for the final year degree examination in the year 2019 can also apply subject to
furnishing the proof of having passed graduation by October 2019 and obtaining minimum 50% marks in
aggregate total of all the subjects studied failing which the provisional admission will be cancelled and no
fee will be refunded in lieu thereof.



All candidates are required to take the CAT/MAT/ATMA/XAT/CMAT with minimum 50 Percentile

Evaluation Process






Applicants are evaluated based on GMAT/CAT/XAT/MAT/CMAT/ATMA scores, past academic performance,
work experience, case study analysis and personal interview. The selection process builds in a criterion that
facilitates evaluating each candidate on:
Academic Abilities: The program at this college is highly demanding and candidates with consistent
academic background and an ability to sustain pressure only make it to the shortlist.
Standardized Test Scores: FIIB considers GMAT or CAT or XAT or MAT or CMAT or ATMA scores in the
overall assessment.
Integrity and Ethical Values: The College lays emphasis on integrity and values including originality.
Plagiarism will not be tolerated in any form.
Diversity: At FIIB Delhi, one of the best business schools in India, diversity in academic background
facilitates peer learning which we actively try to bring into the PGDM classroom.
The above conditions / clauses / terms can be reviewed by the institute from time to time.

Weightage Allotment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Entrance Exam : 35%
Academic Performance : 10%
Academic Qualification (Stream) : 5%
Other Activities : 10%
PI - Weightage : 20%
Written Test : 10%
Group Discussion : 10%
Total : 100

Intake Capacity
We have strength of 180 (AICTE approved) students. Each core class (1st year) has up to 60 students. The
elective classes in the 2nd year could have as low as 20 students, depending on the course.

Reservation Policy
As such there is no reservation for any section of the candidates. However for achieving the goal of social
inclusion and diversity, the candidates from SC/ST/Minorities and physically challenged categories are given
some additional weightage in calculation of the merit score.

Fee Details:
The total fee for the course is Rs. 7.50 Lac (which includes all Tuition fees, Study Abroad Program, Study
material, Lab fees, and Library charges). The basic fee includes all certificate programs that are offered in
the 2 year program. These include soft skills certificates and other professional certifications.
A laptop is a must for all entering students. Our IT department can help in purchasing laptops with students
using FIIB discount schemes (we can provide an IT handout for interested students). Hostel charges are
additional.

Documents Retention Policy:
The hard copies of the application forms received, Appeared candidates, Rejected Candidates are kept for
5 years including the running current year.

Soft copy of the same is maintained in LMS and converted to excel and are kept accordingly for all the years.

